
Milton YS – 1st Grade - Week 1 
Category: Technical: Dribbling and RWB 

Skill: U7 
Move of the Week: Pull Back 
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All players have a ball and dribbling around the area. Follow 
coaches’ commands below: 

Red light – Stop, Green Light – Go, Yellow Light – Slow, Horn – 
Press on Ball, Gas station – Toe Taps, Car Wash – Roll foot over 
ball, Bumper Cars- Hit another ball, GPS Broke – Change of 
direction/ turn 

Coaching Points: 

 

 

Change speed   and   direction 

Use different surfaces of the feet 

Red Light Green light 

All players have a ball, once they are dribbling around quickly, 
shout of King/Queen of the Ring. Players have to protect their own 
ball whilst trying to get kick someone else's ball out of the area. If 
their ball goes out of the area give them a challenge to get back in 
e.g., 10 toe taps, 2 juggles etc. 

Progression - Once kicked out of the area, you are out of the game. 
Last player left with ball is the winner/ King/ Queen 

Coaching Points: 

 

 

Royalty of the Ring 

Numbers Game- Little ones 

Focus is passing, must pass before scoring 

Set Up: full micro field divide teams up in 2 teams. Coach starts in 
the middle with all the balls. Number players matching them up by 
ability 1-5 (or numbers necessary) Players stand on each side of 
the Coach. 

Action: Coach throws the ball into the field yelling a number (2!) at 
this point both number 2s go 1 vs 1 to see who scores first. They 
can score on any goal. 

Pass the ball onto the player who enters the field first. This will 
avoid initial collisions to get the ball. 

Progression - Call 2 numbers at a time, have them work as a 
team. If easy, make them pass before they score. 

Coaching Points 

Speed of Reaction - get on the field quick and to the ball 

Numbers Game 



 

 

Both teams split into even numbers and play against each other 
over 2 fields 

Coaches have spare balls at your feet to pass in if ball goes out of 
bounds in order to keep players on field. 

Any player not overly involved or shy - give them their own ball to 
score a goal - does not matter what goal they shoot into - 
encourages a sense of accomplishment/success. 

In town Scrimmage 


